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Regulation Offers Opportunity
The USPS introduced the capability to electronically track First Class Parcels in 2001.  Previously, Delivery or Signature 
Confirmation via the Postal Service was confined to “heavy” Priority Mail and packages. This change offered the 
opportunity for light weight parcels to essentially include the same service as Certified Mail. A parcel however, was 
defined as a box or an item that was at least three-quarters of an inch thick at its thickest point. 

Innovation
The MAIL Group management believed that alone the new service was not practical. Additionally, mailers requiring 
tracking or recipient signatures on simple letter-mail still had no alternative to traditional Certified Mail. It was labor 
intensive, a logistically cumbersome process and expensive. The new Postal Service regulation for First Class Parcels 
was significantly less expensive than Certified Mail by nearly one dollar per piece. It offered opportunity. However, 
the Delivery and Signature Confirmation program was not permitted in conjunction with letters or flats. 

The Challenge
The challenge was to convert a letter or a flat into a parcel without additional weight and postage. If 
the challenge could be overcome, it would provide an alternative to Certified Mail with its tracking and 
recipient signature characteristics, as well as the benefit of reduced expense.

Ron Robbins, CEO of The MAIL Group, set his mind to solving the thickness requirement without 
adding weight to the package. He spent time experimenting with lightweight materials, searching 
for something that could be inserted into an envelope without damaging the contents. The eventual 
solution … a one inch styrofoam cube!

The ParcelPak
The proprietary package is key. Our PacelPak™ is lightweight and resilient against tearing. The 
mailer simply determines the tracking or signature requirements and addresses the mail 
piece via ConfirmDelivery. The product is now a mainstay of cost effective solutions for many of 
our clients. 

The “Power of the Cube” Can Add Significant Savings to Your Accountable Mail Arsenal!

Call us at today at  888 624 5590 !

The Power of “The Cube”


